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CREAT3D leads the desktop 3D printing market with enhanced 
website & finance packages. 
 
CREAT3D Ltd (www.desktop3dprinter.com), the UK’s leading independent specialist 
retailer of desktop 3D printers has set the mark once more by releasing an enhanced 
website containing tailored information to its business and education customers, as well 
as being the first UK specialist to offer finance packages to business customers on 
desktop 3D printers. 
 
“The launch of our new website cements our position at the forefront of the UK desktop 
3D printer market. We are now able to offer our customers both the best choice of 3D 
printers, and with our team’s in-depth knowledge and expertise, fully support our 
customers in all aspects of selecting, buying, using and maintaining their chosen printers” 
Simon Chandler, Managing Director of CREAT3D. 
 
The new look website at www.desktop3dprinter.com features a number of enhancements 
including: 
 

• More Content 
Trying to choose between all the different desktop 3D printers available is difficult, 
particularly for those who have never purchased a 3D printer before. More content 
has been added with tailored information for Business and Education customers, to 
help guide customers through their research process. Based on the CREAT3D Team’s 
expert knowledge of the desktop 3D printing market, there is enhanced information 
from buying advice and detailed product information, through to hints and tips, FAQs, 
Case Studies and up-to-date news and information on the latest industry 
developments.  
 
• Finance Options 
CREAT3D are the first Specialist in the UK to enable Business (and some Education) 
customers the opportunity to buy desktop 3D printers on Finance. By partnering with 
a finance equipment provider specialist, CREAT3D can now provide customers greater 
flexibility in acquiring this key technology. 
 



	  
  

• Tailored Training & additional Repair Options 
Recognising the importance of having whole-life technical support for customers who 
have made the investment in a desktop 3D printer, CREAT3D offer tailored Installation 
and Training packages, available at the customer’s premise or at their Berkshire 
showroom. In addition, there are now further calibration, repair and servicing options, 
and CREAT3D have also added a wider array of 3D printer spare parts and accessories 
to the new site, providing customers with a complete solution.   

 
• Easy Ordering 
Ordering has been made even easier. Customers can now create an account, to make 
re-ordering even simpler, by providing access to their stored details, review previous 
orders and view order status.  

  
• Bundle Value Packs 
To make buying a desktop 3D printer as easy as possible, CREAT3D have put together 
bundle value packs, where pre-selected popular products are packaged into bundles, 
to make ordering easy and quick, whilst providing customers with a value deal. 

  
For more information, visit www.desktop3dprinter.com or contact CREAT3D on 0800 689 
1011. 

 
 ------------ Ends ----------- 
 

CREAT3D Ltd. CREAT3D is the UK’s leading specialist in desktop 3D printers, 3D scanners and accessories for business 
and education. The company, which began in 2012, is based in Berkshire and operates within the United Kingdom. 
CREAT3D’s showroom is based in Caversham, Reading. CREAT3D has a hand-picked product range specifically tailored 
to the needs of its business and education customers. The CREAT3D team prides itself on its detailed knowledge gained 
through using, and challenging, its range of products every day. CREAT3D focuses on offering first-class customer 
service with friendly, straight-forward help and advice, with technical support available 6 days a week and tailored 
training packages. 
 
Further information about CREAT3D Ltd can be found here 
 
Web:	  www.desktop3dprinter.com 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/CREAT3DprintersUK  
Twitter: http://twitter.com/ CREAT3Dprinters 
Google+: google.com/+Desktop3dprinter   

 


